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Abstract

This research focuses on innovative control technologies for the vehicles of the next generation aiming at improved safety, less congestion, lower emissions and reductions in overall costs. The interaction among vehicles frequently causes congestion as well as bottlenecks of road capacity. In dense traffic, waves of traffic density propagate backward as drivers try to keep a safe distance with frequent acceleration and braking. A smart vehicle driving system in a model predictive control framework is developed that effectively improves traffic flows by controlling a single vehicle. In the traditional paradigm, traffic flows at intersections are regulated by traffic lights or signs that restrict the traffic handling capacity of intersections and increase inconveniences of frequent stops and idling. A coordination scheme of automated vehicles at an intersection without using any traffic lights is proposed. Using a two-way communication network, vehicles approaching the intersection from all sections are globally coordinated in order to achieve smooth flows during crossing the intersection. Observations under different traffic flow conditions reveal that the proposed schemes significantly improve performances of traffic, intersection-capacity, trip-time and fuel consumption. Such control technologies in the next generation of road transportation would greatly improve its sustainability and the quality of social life.
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